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ARETAIC COGNITIVISM
Garrett Cullity

XTOW are moral utterances, and the at?

ponents of (ii) are committed.1 They can?
as I do here?concentrate on arguing that
the aretaic evaluation of action is some?

titudes they express, to be justified? Let's
begin with a distinction.

Within our vocabulary of moral evalu?
ation?the objects of which include at least
actions, outcomes, characters, motives, and
institutions?we can distinguish the deontic
terms "right" and "wrong" from the aretaic
terms pertaining to particular moral virtues
and vices. I begin by assuming that the lat?

ter can be taken to include a small number
of traditional virtue-terms such as "kind,"

"just," "honest" and "conscientious" (the

question how we should determine the full
extension of this list is not broached until

Section IV below). From this distinction
within our moral vocabulary, we can derive

one for talking about moral knowledge:

deontic knowledge is knowledge, of certain
objects of moral evaluation, that they are
right or wrong; aretaic knowledge is knowl?
edge, of certain such objects, that they ex?
hibit a given virtue or vice.
My concern in this paper is to defend two

claims:

times properly thought of as prior to its deon?

tic evaluation, leaving open the further

question of the relation of aretaic action
evaluation to the evaluation of character.2 I
need another label for claim (ii). Let's make
it the definitive claim of aretaic cognitivism.

Now it quickly becomes apparent that

the aretaic cognitivist is committed to a dis?

tinctive usage of virtue-terminology, and
one to which there is an alternative. Con?
sider a situation of the following sort: you see
a coatless person shivering on a cold day, and
in order to ease his discomfort, steal an unat?
tended coat to give to him. I take it that an
action meeting this description can be wrong.
If so, should we call it kind? According to one

clear usage, such an action would indeed be
one of wrongful kindness: an action's being
kind is simply its being motivated by (your
awareness of) another person's interests,
and this is not always admirable. But clearly

this usage of virtue-terminology will not
support the aretaic cognitivist's claim. On
this usage, nothing follows concerning an

(i) There is deontic knowledge.
(ii) At least some deontic knowledge can be
inferred from aretaic knowledge.

I shall argue directly for the second claim,
from which the first follows. Since claim (ii)

supplies a sense in which aretaic evaluation
is prior to deontic evaluation, it might be
thought of as a "virtue-ethical" view. How?
ever, to use this label would be misleading;
for the claim that now standardly travels
under it?that there is an important sense

action's Tightness or wrongness from its sat?

isfying an aretaic predicate. So let us con?
sider instead a second usage, according to
which a wrongful action of this sort might
be soft-hearted or sentimental, but could
not be kind. An action's being kind, a pro?
ponent of this second usage might insist, is
its being justifiably or unobjectionably mo?
tivated by others' interests.3

As far as I can see, ordinary language

contains both of these competing usages,
and does not clearly adjudicate in favor of

in which character-evaluation is prior to ac?

tion-evaluation?is not one to which pro
395
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the correctness of either. But this is not im?

portant; my point is simply that the aretaic
cognitivist has to be assuming the second.
The defense of her position in what follows
will not rely on any claim concerning the

relation of such a usage to ordinary lan?

guage.

What is important, though, is that this ap?

pears immediately to lead to two funda?
mental objections to the claim that deontic
knowledge can be inferred from aretaic
knowledge. The first is that any inference
would seem plainly to be in the other direc?
tion. The preferred usage of aretaic termi?

nology would appear to be drawing the

conclusion that the action is not kind from

(amongst others) the premise that it is

wrong. And the other, related, objection is
that the prospects of securing a cognitivism
concerning aretaic evaluation seem no bet?
ter than those of a direct defense of deontic

cognitivism. A familiar epistemological di?

lemma makes its appearance. On the one

hand, the preferred usage surely eliminates
the prospect of a cognitivism that is reduc?

tive in the sense of endorsing an inference

from non-moral to aretaic judgment (a
"naturalism"):4 an action's being kind is not
simply its being motivated by others' inter?
ests, but its being unobjectionably so moti?

vated. And on the other hand, the usual
grounds for discomfort with a deontic cog?
nitivism that is not reductive in this sense,

positing instead an epistemically basic
deontic knowledge (an "intuitionism"),

would appear no less acute when brought
to bear on any practice of virtue-attribution
that follows that usage. It is starting to look

as though a proponent of the suggested us?
age of virtue-terminology should be joining

the many moral philosophers who have

been driven by a fear of this dilemma into
the arms of non-cognitivism.

However, the aretaic cognitivist can meet
these objections, as I show in what follows.
The overall strategy is to generate a justifi?
cation of moral utterances and attitudes by
beginning with the justification?or, more
particularly, what I shall be calling the "pu?
tative justification"?of moral actions. The

first of my four sections begins with some
simple remarks concerning the latter.

I. Putative Justification and Norms
Reasons are cited by answers to the ques?
tion "Why?" Among them, a distinction is
often made between practical and theoreti?
cal reasons, a distinction I shall draw in the
following familiar way: theoretical reasons
are reasons for believing, whereas practical
reasons are reasons for acting, willing, in?
tending, or desiring. Reasoning (as I shall
be using the term) is a process of transition
from the acceptance of a consideration that
is taken to be a reason to the acceptance of
a conclusion for which it is taken to be a
reason, the explanation of which transition
includes the reasoner's so taking it.

Different sorts of "why?" questions

about beliefs and actions can be asked. Two

of them are, "Why does she believe (did she

do) that?" and, "Why should she believe
(should she do) this?" Positive answers to

these two sorts of questions, we can say, cite

explanatory and justifying reasons respec?
tively; but only if we are clear that both
classes, and in particular, the classes of ex?
planatory and justifying practical reasons,
encompass some importantly different kinds

of items. Amongst explanatory practical
reasons, we should distinguish motivating
practical reasons?my desire for revenge
and false belief that I have been wronged,
perhaps?from mere non-motivating expla?
nations of my action, such as might be pro?

vided by citing a traumatic childhood
incident. And if I am to call all considera?

tions that show why an agent should do
something justifying practical reasons, I

need to make it clear that not all such con?

siderations show that the agent is justified
in doing it. Suppose that, in a fit of madness,

I break into a pharmacy and drink a medi?
cine that happens to be the only cure for a
disease I didn't know I had. Here, there is
a sense in which I should do what I am do?
ing; in the same sense, there is a reason (the
fact that I have the disease) for me to do it,

and that reason justifies the action. But

there's also clearly a sense in which I
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shouldn't. I am not justified in doing what
I do, even though there is a justifying reason
(of which I'm unaware) for what I do. What

relation must an agent bear to justifying
reasons of the awareness-independent sort
in order to be justified in performing an ac?

tion? First, the agent must be justified in
believing some consideration that, if true,
would be a justifying reason of the aware?
ness-independent sort for the action. Such a
consideration will be a justification the agent
has for performing the action. But secondly,
the agent must also see that the consideration
bears this justifying relation to the action. If
his performing the action is non-deviantly ex?
plained by these two facts, then he is justified
in performing it.
So in order for an agent to have been jus?
tified in performing an action, the motivat?

to burn down his house?without our being
able to make sense of him as even thinking
that this justifies the action. What is justified
is made just, right, or appropriate; he might
not be attempting to tailor his action to any

standards of putative appropriateness. By
contrast, the superstitious action described
earlier is to be explained by invoking the

agent's sensitivity to such a standard, which

I shall rather permissively call a norm. The
usage is permissive since there is no claim
that norms are confined to those standards

that we really ought to follow. A practical
norm in my sense is simply any standard of

putative appropriateness that relates the

contents of beliefs to actions held to be ap?
propriate if those beliefs are true. For an
action to be normatively guided, in this
weak sense, is simply for its explanation to
include (non-deviantly), first, the agent's
ing explanation of the action must include believing some consideration, and secondly,
his justifiably believing that it is justified.
the agent's sensitivity to some such stand?
But having noticed this, let us turn to the ard of putative appropriateness relating the
broader class of cases that will concern me
action to the belief-content.
here: those where the motivating explana?
For an action to possess a putative justi?
tion of an agent's action includes his believ?

ing it to be justified, justifiably or not. It
makes perfect conversational sense to say,
"The reason he stayed at home was that it

was Friday the 13th," and also to my ear

fication, then, it must be normatively

guided in this weak sense. However, it is a
measure of the weakness of this usage that
normative guidance is arguably not suffi?

"His reason for staying at home was that it cient for putative justification. For not only
does this usage allow an action to be nor?
was Friday the 13th," without one's being
at all inclined to agree with his attribution matively guided when there is not even a
pro tanto justifying reason for it (as in
of justificational status (even: justificational
status for him) to this consideration. The means-end reasoning based on an unjusti?
reason-explanation in this case explains the fied belief); it seems to do so when the
action by citing a justified belief of the agent does not even believe there is a justi?
agent's, the content of that he regarded as fying reason for it. A Dadaist, who deliber?
ately aims always to do what she has reason
justifying the action under the given de?
not
to do, would appear, on the usage which
scription. Where there is a justified belief of
this kind, let us refer to its content as a pu?
has been suggested, to be guided by a norm
tative justification; and let us say that the of unreason.6 Her action does seem to be
putative justification is conclusive if it re? explained by a standard of putative appro?
ports the respects in which the agent sees priateness: the anti-rational one. (Notice
the action as more justified than any alter?
that she can attempt to follow this norm

native.5
Notice that simply to see an action as

worthwhile in some respect is not yet to re?
gard it as justified. A madman might see an
action as worthwhile in the most incompre?

hensible respect?its being his birthday

might make it seem to him like a good idea

and fail; even here, one cannot legislate

one's own correctness.)
Let us now see whether we can identify
moral norms in this sense: the standards of
appropriateness to which we are responsive
as moral agents. Given the weakness of this
usage, the question contains no assumption
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that rationality itself demands being practi?

cally guided by such norms, nor even that
being guided by them is rational. But let us
leave aside the question, "Why be moral?"
?the point of the terminology has been to

allow ourselves to do so?and proceed.

II. Moral Norms
Practical norms, in my sense, are stand?
ards of putative appropriateness for action.
A full account of any practical norm will
state a function from a set of considerations
that are the contents of beliefs to the ac?
tions that would be rendered appropriate
by the obtaining of those considerations. In
the case of theoretical norms (such as logi?
cal ones), we're familiar with the repre?
sentation of such functions (in this case,

putative justification that do not obviously
reduce to these two. If we look at the sorts

of considerations moral agents regard as

conclusive justifications for action, we find
the following patterns:

(3)

(4) He wants to know whether or not P.
P is the truth.

I assert P.

(5)
(6)

functions from sets of belief-contents to the

belief-contents they entail) as schemata ex?
pressing theoretical argument-forms. There
have also been well-known schematizations
of the norms of practical rationality govern?

The norm some think is followed by all
good practical reasoning?perhaps simply,
all practical reasoning?is expressed by the

following schema, where "0" marks the
place of an action-description and "Jf ' a
description of some putative good. (Re?

member: although the schema consists of a

sequence of sentence-forms, what it ex?
presses is a relation between belief-con?
tents and actions themselves.)
(1) If I 0, then I shall obtain X.
Obtaining X is in my interests.

.'. 10.

I have promised to 0.

10.
If 10, then distribution D of these goods
will result.
D is the fair distribution of these goods.

(7)

If 10, then she will have X.
She has a right to X.

ing means-end reasoning.7 Can we schema?
tize specifically moral norms of practical

reasoning?

If 10, then she will have X.
She will benefit from X.

(8)

i0.

If 10, then she will have X.

She deserves X.

10.

(9)

I have a duty to 0.

10.

The simple forms of putative justification
schematized in (3)-(9) are characteristic of
the reasoning of kind, honest, just, and con?

scientious people, respectively. (Not that

they exhaust these virtues, of course: there's

more to honesty, for instance, than telling
the truth and keeping your promises.)9

To the selection of moral virtues just
mentioned may be added a couple that

According to others, the only good practical
reasoning follows a norm that may be sche?

must be characterized negatively. The dis?

phrase, "the overall good"):

geous or a modest person is that it does not
follow these respective patterns:

matized (for some interpretation of the
(2) If I 0, then the overall good is best pro?

moted.

/. 10.

tinctive feature of the reasoning of a coura?

(10) If 10,* will result.
X would be immediately harmful or un?

However, such claims require a good deal
of argument; for there are many patterns of

comfortable to me.

I do not 0.
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(11) That P draws attention to X.

Zis an admirable achievement or quality
of mine.
I assert P.

?where what is schematized is the reason?
ing characteristic of cowardice and vanity.

These schemata allow us to identify dis?
tinctively moral forms of practical reason?

ing. The temptation to equate this with

saying that, in acting morally, people act on

distinctively moral reasons should be re?

sisted, though, on two grounds.
First, the reasons one credits oneself with

in acting morally need not involve any pe?

culiarly moral concepts. Indeed, it seems

that in the case of kindness they cannot do
so. Contrast schema (3) with:
(12) If I were to 0, it would be kind.
I ought to perform acts of kindness.

I ought to 0.

/. 10.

for all its fidelity to schema (3); implement?
ing the fair distribution of a good may not
be just if it is not mine to distribute, schema
(6) notwithstanding; and if a would-be mur?

derer has not asked you whether the fugi?
tive he seeks is hiding in your house, not
even Kant believed that you should tell him
the truth, although schema (4) appears to
recommend it.11 To say that an instance of
practical reasoning instantiates one of the
schemata is not yet to say anything about
its virtuousness (at least, not on the usage
of virtue-terms assumed by the aretaic cog?
nitivist): such reasoning may be simply fool?

ish, or even positively immoral. But if so,
how can it be right to claim that they sche?

matize moral norms, the standards of ap?
propriateness to which morally virtuous
agents are responsive?
To this objection there is a two-part reply.
The first and most important point is sim?
ple. Given that a putative justification com?

prises those considerations that appear to

Perhaps this is a form of conscientiousness:
it is not kindness.10

But secondly, consider a malevolent per?

an agent to justify an action, it will not in?

clude the non-obtaining of all those coun

terfactual possibilities under which the

action would have lost its attractiveness.

son, confronting the same situation as a
kind person. Their practical reasoning is

Had I been called away to attend a rela?

conclusions?the actions themselves?are

have seen myself as justified in staying at

certainly different, but only because their

different, rather than their putative justify?

ing reasons. For a schema for malevolence
is simply:
(13) If 10, then she will obtain X.
She will benefit from X.

:. I don't 0.

tive's funeral in Australia, then I would not

home to work today, but the fact that I was

not was not among the considerations that
I regarded as justifying my actually staying

at home. Suppose we say that, given two
sets of considerations that are the contents

of an agent's justified beliefs, the first coun?
tervails against the force of the second as a
putative justification for an action when, in

the absence of the first set, the second

III. The Interdependence
of the Virtues
I do not claim for any of the schemata
just mentioned that reasoning in conform?
ity with it suffices for the possession of a

moral virtue. This seems obviously false.
The opening example of the sentimental
thief illustrates this; others will make the
point as easily. If I torment your enemies
for your enjoyment, this will rarely be kind,

would have been a conclusive putative jus?
tification for the action, but owing to its
presence it is not. The point is then that in
circumstances where countervailing consid?
erations are absent, their absence will not
normally be part of a virtuous agent's puta?
tive justification.12
If so, it is consistent to hold that the sim?

ple forms of putative justification I have

schematized can in some circumstances
completely represent a morally virtuous
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agent's reasoning, while also accepting that
there are other circumstances in which such

The third example given above?that of

the would-be murderer?is different again.
an agent might not act in accordance with Here, the countervailing norm pertains to a
their conclusions, despite her justifiably be?
different moral virtue from that against
lieving the considerations mentioned in which it countervails. This is a case where
their premises. The schemata can still claim,
telling the truth is morally wrong, while
therefore, to epitomize the reasoning con? clearly instantiating schema (4), concerning
stitutive of morally virtuous agency, by cap?

turing the simplest putative justifications
that comprise the cores of the associated
virtues. It is a mistake to think that in un?
complicated circumstances, where there are
no countervailing considerations, the pos?
sessor of a moral virtue must be exercising,

in addition to her sensitivity to the simple
standards of appropriateness?moral norms

?that have been schematized, a further

sensitivity to the non-obtaining of such con?

siderations.

To this, a second significant point may be

added. In circumstances where there are
considerations countervailing against an in?
stantiation of the premises of one of the
proposed schemata, the countervailing con?
siderations are themselves instantiations of
those schemata. To see this, consider the ex?

amples given earlier.
In the example of my tormenting your

honesty. But we cannot explain this, without

considerable contortion, in terms of the
countervailing application of a norm of

honesty. It is not honesty that dictates pro?
tecting the fugitive, but kindness, and per?

haps justice as well: to tell the truth would
greatly harm the fugitive's interests?in cir?

cumstances, moreover, where his interests
have been entrusted to you. (Not that this
description entails its wrongness, either;
considerations of justice might countervail
against this if the fugitive were a criminal
on the run, and his pursuer a policeman.)
Finally, there seem to be cases where the

norm whose application countervails
against a moral one pertains to a "non

moral" virtue. Self-sacrificing behavior that
greatly prejudices one's own interests can
fail to be kind, for example. Suppose I im?
pulsively cash everything I own in order to
give $5 to each passing stranger I meet, and,

enemies, two applications of the same predictably, I live to regret it. Here, it might

moral norm lead to contrary practical con?
clusions. Suppose I misguidedly follow the

not be kindness I am regretting, but foolish?
ness. In this case, the reason my behavior is

tice?but they are two different norms. The
norm that would be followed by someone
redistributing goods is the one schematized

expresses the core of a virtue, if not all of
it. To this, I can now add the further point
that the standards of appropriateness gov?
erning variations on this core are also ex?

not kind, even if it does meet the pattern
enjoyment as a justification for tormenting schematized in (3),13 is that it contravenes
the norm of prudence schematized in (1).
these people. What I've missed, obviously
This completes the reply to the objection
enough, is the way in which their interests
supply me with a consideration of the same that the stated schemata cannot express
kind against the action. There is a counter? moral norms since reasoning in accordance
vailing application of the same moral norm. with any of them is not necessarily virtuous.
In the example of appropriating another My first point was that this is no objection
to holding that the schemata do express
person's property for redistribution, the
point is slightly different. Here, there are norms guidance by which, in the absence of
countervailing considerations, constitutes
two contrary applications of norms pertain?
the exercise of moral virtues. Each schema
ing to the same virtue?this time, jus?

norm schematized in (3), regarding your

in (6), concerning distributive fairness;

whereas the norm whose countervailing ap?

plication dictates not doing so is the one
expressed by schema (7), concerning rights.

pressed by these schemata. What this
suggests is that a complete list of those
schemata would indeed collectively give
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full expression to the standards of appropri?

tion to (ii). But if these were the only diffi?

mata I have given fail to capture moral

culties, aretaic knowledge would then be no
more problematic than knowledge of these
other widely endorsed kinds. Knowledge of
(iii), however, is another matter. In what

ateness by which morally virtuous agents
are guided. The existence of countervailing
considerations does not show that the sche?
norms; rather, it draws attention to what we
may call the interdependence of the virtues:
the extension of any one virtue-term cannot

be learned in isolation from those of the
others.14

IV. Aretaic Knowledge
The account of individual virtues that has

emerged has three constituents. An action
displays a given virtue just in case:
(i) it is guided by the norm (or one of the
norms) expressed in the associated core
schema (or schemata); i.e., its explanation
includes the agent's positing a relation of

support between belief-contents of the

form expressed in the schema's premises

and actions of the form expressed in its

conclusion;

(ii) there is an instantiation of the premises of

the schema that she justifiably believes;

and

(iii) there are no countervailing considera?
tions.

Thus a kind action, for example, occurs

when the agent is justified in believing that
the action will secure something beneficial
to another person, when this is her putative
justification for the action, and when there

are no countervailing considerations. An
action is not guided by the norm in ques?

tion, despite the agent's believing instances
of the premises, and in the absence of coun?
tervailing facts, displays an opposing vice.15

It might accordingly seem that showing
that there is aretaic knowledge will mean
establishing that there are cases where one
can know that these three conditions are
satisfied. If so, the third condition would
clearly present the most serious difficulties.

Of course, there are skeptical challenges to
the knowledge of others' mental states re?

quired in relation to (i) and the sort of
epistemologist's knowledge?knowledge of
the justifiability of belief?required in rela

could this consist, if not knowledge that the
action is not wrong; i.e., the sort of deontic

knowledge my argument was supposed to

establish?

However, showing that there is knowl?

edge of (iii) is unnecessary. What is re?
quired for aretaic knowledge, on top of
knowledge of (i) and (ii), is not that the
agent is non-deviantly justified in truly be?

lieving that there are no countervailing

facts, but only that she is non-deviantly jus?
tified in not falsely believing that there are
countervailing facts.

To see the case for the weaker require?
ment, consider what we should say about an
ordinary case of empirical knowledge: my
knowledge that you'll be home late, on the
strength of a note you've left to that effect.
Obviously, the evidence I have for my belief
is defeasible: the belief could be falsified if

you'd been temporarily insane when you
wrote the note, if your ostensible friendship

were part of an elaborate murder plot, and
so on; and there are more fanciful stories
which would make my belief true but un?

justified?maybe even justified, true, and

still short of knowledge. These possibilities

mean that I can't possess the knowledge

that you'll be home late solely on the basis
of my knowledge about your note. What
must be added? To require that for each po?
tentially defeating condition I should know
that it doesn't obtain would be obviously
too strong: I won't have any beliefs about
the farther-fetched possibilities. But nor is
it necessary even that I know that no de?
feating conditions obtain. I may form such
a belief; but surely my not forming this be?

lief, in a case where there is no reason to
believe that the evidence is defeated, will
not preclude my coming to possess knowl?

edge on the basis of that evidence. The

minimum addition to make to my knowl?

edge of the evidence, in order to secure

knowledge of the consideration for which it
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is evidence, is simply that I'm non-deviantly
justified in not believing that defeating con?

ditions obtain, and they don't.
But if this is what we should say about
the role of potentially defeating conditions
in relation to ordinary empirical knowl?
edge, then we need an argument for impos?

ing a stronger requirement on the role of
potentially countervailing considerations in
relation to aretaic knowledge. And I cannot
see what that argument might be.
If this is right, aretaic knowledge is pos?
sessed by someone who knows that (i) and
(ii) obtain, and who is non-deviantly justi?
fied in not falsely believing that (iii) is false.

As I mentioned, although the claims to
knowledge of (i) and (ii) will give rise to
skeptical challenges, they will do so no

more acutely than in the case of much of
the other knowledge with which we are
widely credited. But now notice that the
weaker third requirement just stated will be
as uncontroversially satisfied in some cir?
cumstances as the corresponding condition
in relation to ordinary empirical knowl?
edge. In the absence of any grounds for sus?

pecting that countervailing considerations
obtain, one will be justified in not believing
that they do. Consider an onlooker's failure
to render elementary assistance to the vic?

tim of an accident. There are some such
cases where one can know that the on?
looker is aware of the assistance that could

be given, where one can know that it is not
given (and hence that the onlooker is not
guided by schema [3]), and where there will
be no grounds for believing that there is a
countervailing application of another vir?

tue-norm. In such circumstances, one

knows that the action is unkind.

That the action is unkind, on the usage of
aretaic terminology adopted at the outset,

entails that it is wrong. So if there is aretaic

knowledge, there is deontic knowledge too.

The latter is inferred from the former. The

son to suspect that there is a countervailing
application of another virtue-norm. With
this inferential claim, aretaic cognitivism is

secured.

Finally, what of the dilemma posed by the

non-cognitivist at the outset? The account
presented here offers a neat resolution. The
proposed cognitivism is not reductive, so
the "naturalistic" horn of the dilemma is

avoided. But it has also been shown how
the other, "intuitionistic" horn may be

avoided. A true dilemma is presented only
if a non-reductive moral knowledge must
require epistemically basic deontic knowl?
edge as one component. And it is precisely
this assumption that was attacked when I
defended the weaker version of the third
condition on aretaic knowledge.

V. Moral Theory and Justification
The argument for aretaic cognitivism has

been completed. The resulting claim is a
limited one, however. In Section III, I ac?
knowledged that morally virtuous agency

does not simply consist in the conformity of

one's reasoning to the patterns schematized
earlier; one needs to be following the right
pattern of reasoning in the right circum?
stances.16 What determines whether the cir?

cumstances are right? All I have needed to
say is that they are right when there is no
countervailing application of a moral norm,
and that one can sometimes be justified in
not believing that there is any such counter?

vailing application. The modesty of this
claim is of course one of the strengths of the

argument. But the question may simply be
rephrased: what determines the successful
countervailing of one application of a moral
norm over another? Merely pointing to the
availability of two moral norms supporting
contrary practical conclusions does nothing
to explain why, in a given set of circum?

stances, it should be one rather than the

other that countervails. Why, for instance,
knowledge that the action is wrong is based should the interests of the fugitive imagined
simply on the knowledge that the norm earlier countervail against the truth, for a
schematized in (3) applies and that the morally decent agent, rather than the other
agent has beliefs corresponding to its prem?
way around? And how is this to be recon?
ises, combined with the absence of any rea
ciled with the existence of other circum
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stances in which it would be wrong to con?
ceal the truth, despite its benefiting another

person?

This question is real enough: but for my

present purposes, I need only emphasize
the variety of answers available to an are?
taic cognitivist. Any one of a wide range of

normative ethical theories could be con?
joined with the foregoing discussion. There

are neo-Aristotelians who will want to

claim that it is by reference to their con
duciveness to the flourishing of those who
follow them that we are to determine how
to strike the balances between conflicting
moral norms.17 Their claim will be that the
sort of scrupulousness about the truth that
would make me let someone die rather than
allow the truth to go untold, but also the
sort of unconcern for it which would lead
me to lie whenever it could confer benefits,

would both conduce to a worse life for me
than would the mean between them. There

any consideration as a practical justification

answerable to non-practical principles?

cannot provide us with good reason to re?
vise our ethical practice, since the reasons
that might be given for pursuing the enter?

prise of theory-construction do not them?

selves possess the force of practical

justification.21

The question what determines which of a
pair of competing moral norms successfully
countervails can perhaps be given a second
reading. It may be read as a question con?
cerning the epistemic justification of judg?
ments about the extension of virtue-terms,
rather than a request for a practical justifi?
cation of actions. But here again, there is a
familiar line of argument that would leave
the question unanswered. It claims that our
ability to ascertain the circumstances under

which one moral norm countervails over
another simply is what our understanding
of irreducible virtue-concepts amonts to.

are consequentialists who accept that the
practical norms characteristic of the moral
virtues are morally justified. They claim,
however, that the balances to be struck be?

On this view, to see that the interests of the

tween them are justified by their con

ness. If one is tempted to ask, where

duciveness (directly or indirectly, on

different versions) to impersonally good
outcomes.18 The contractualist, on one
prominent version, will answer the question
by reference to what "would be disallowed
by any system of rules for the general regu?
lation of behavior which no-one could rea?

sonably reject as a basis for informed,

unforced, general agreement."19 And the
neo-Kantian's answer invokes the consid?
eration of those practical maxims that can
consistently be universalized.20
It should be added, though, that it is not
obvious that any such theory will be right;
for it is not obvious that the question they
are addressing must have an answer. If it is
read as a request for a justification for the
practice of regarding one of a given pair of
competing moral norms as countervailing
over the other, then there is a well-known
line of attack on the invocation of an ethical

theory to answer it. According to this line

of attack, an ethical theory?a conceptual
structure which would make the status of

imagined fugitive countervail against the
truth simply is to have a grasp of the exten?

sion of the concepts of honesty and kind?

applications of two moral norms yield con?

trary practical conclusions, what deter?

mines which one countervails, the response
is that there is no further ground for class?

ifying the instances falling under virtue
concepts.
This last claim has been popular with

prominent cognitivists about the virtues.22
The problem it faces, of course, is the epis
temological challenge common to all forms

of "intuitionism." Even where there is

agreement that two terms designate virtue
concepts, their extensions may not be the
object of convergence of judgment. Con?
sider benefiting the undeserving: there are
many actions for which people can agree on
this description, but will vehemently dis?
agree over whether it is wrong to perform
them (because contrary to justice) or wrong

not to (because unkind). What reason has
either party to such a disagreement to be
confident that his own judgments of self
evidence are the correct ones? Moreover,

the project of responding to this challenge
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with a plausible relativism23 is threatened
by the difficulty of identifying any local
moral communities within which there is a
convergence on virtue-classifications. What
I have been arguing for here, however, is
that there is at least a partial cognitivism
about the virtues that avoids these prob?
lems. The problematic disagreement in are?
taic judgment arises in cases where what is
at issue is whether, given the following of
the core norm associated with a moral vir?
tue, there are successfully countervailing

Alternatively, the answer might begin by
defining moral judgments or moral atti?
tudes, and explain moral reasoning deriva?
tively as that reasoning that is the appropriate

object of such judgments of attitudes, given
some further norm or appropriateness.25
Furthermore, we must consider the natural

extension of the earlier anti-theoretical

stance concerning particular virtue-con?

cepts to cover the global concept of moral?
ity. This maintains that if one can't see the
point of classifying these norms together as

considerations (e.g., whether, where the moral norms, then no further basis for

norm central to kindness is followed, there
grouping them together may be supplied.
is a countervailing application of the norm
But there is nothing alarming about this, it
of justice schematized in [8]). I have been
will be insisted; in particular, it should not
pointing out that in cases where the exist?
be attributed to a difference between de?
ence of countervailing considerations is not
at issue, there is a convergence of judgment scriptive and evaluative concepts; for the
same irreducibility is true of many impec?
(relative, perhaps, to one moral tradition
cably
"descriptive" concepts.26
amongst others) which remains immune

from the epistemological challenge.

Thus a variety of theoretical and anti

This time, it might seem that the diversity

of possible responses to the question is

theoretical avenues remains open to me in more damaging to my argument. For it may
answering the question what determines appear that I have to defend one of them,
in controversy against the rest, in order to
the successful countervailing of one appli?
establish
the interpretation of the virtues
cation of a practical norm over another; the
on which it has relied. However, to think so
debate between them can be pursued inde?
pendently of aretaic cognitivism. However, would be a mistake. The only examples of
distinctively moral practical reasoning that
a further question may seem to present a

more serious challenge. It concerns the

principle of construction of the list of moral

schemata produced earlier. On what

grounds do schemata (3)-(9) qualify for in?
clusion on that list, and how is it to be ex?
tended? That is, what are the criteria for

practical reasoning's being morall The

I have needed to take for granted have

been paradigmatic ones. It is a condition of
the plausibility of any account of the distin?
guishing features of moral reasoning that it

should take reasoning guided by schemata
(3)-(9), in the clear absence of countervail?
ing considerations, to be morally right. The

deontic conclusions at the end of Section

failure to do so would itself be a ground for

IV have seemingly been inferred from are?
taic premises that are merely asserted, and
stand in need of a defense.

of my argument is not this one, of assuming

The range of responses to this (broadly
speaking) definitional question is again ex?
tensive.24 It might be answered directly, per?

haps by claiming on behalf of one of the
theories already mentioned that it explains
not only the balances to be struck between
competing moral norms, but also the dis?
tinction between moral norms and others.
University of St. Andrews

rejecting such an account. The crucial step
agreement on the moral status of certain

episodes of reasoning; concerning these

paradigmatic cases, any plausible non-cog
nitivism must agree. It is rather the step of
noticing that the specification of the condi?
tions under which such episodes of reason?
ing occur can be completed in a way that
supports a cognitivism in relation to aretaic
and, derivatively, deontic judgment.27
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NOTES
1. For this standard understanding of "virtue ethics," see e.g.,Baier (1988),p. 127, Solomon (1988),pp.

428-29 and Montague (1992), p. 53.

2. For at least one case where the claim of virtue ethics proper can be established, see Cullity (1995).

3. For this usage, see e.g., McDowell (1979, p. 333).
4. See Pigden (1991) for kinds of reduction yielding three further varieties of "naturalism," each of
which entails the inferential reductionism on which I am concentrating.
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5. Notice that putative justification differs in two respects from the "agent-justification" I introduce
in Cullity (1994, pp. 111-12). The first is that an agent's attribution of a feature to an action must be
justified if the feature is to qualify for inclusion in her putative justification. For the second, see the

next paragraph. I take it that an agent can regard a consideration as justifying an action without

having any occurrent belief to that effect.

6. Of course, she may be thinking that "objective" conformity with some further reason-giving norm
dictates "subjective" conformity with this one.

7. See Aristotle (DMA,701a7-30) and (EN, VII.3); Davidson (1969, pp. 33-39); and the contributions
to Raz (1978), especially von Wright (1972).
8. In most cases, kind reasoning has this two-premise structure, but there are exceptions. I might be
justified in believing (on the strength of reliable testimony) that an action of mine will benefit you

without knowing how it will do so. In such unusual cases, my reasoning will have the simpler
structure: She will benefit if 10; .*. 10.

9. It's not even the case that the virtue of veracity is exhausted by schema (4); it can sometimes be
displayed in not asserting not-P, as Susan Khin Zaw has reminded me.

10. A point often made?see Williams (1985, p. 10); Foot (1972, p. 165); Ewin (1981, pp. 195-96); and
Wallace (1978, p. 128)?but sometimes contested on Kant's behalf, e.g., by Baron (1985).

11. See Kant (1797).
12. For a fuller discussion of this point, see Cullity (1994, pp. 113-15,118-19).

13. Note that in order to assure ourselves of this, we need to be able to make sense of the action as
being motivated simply by my awareness of the prospective benefit to the recipients, and not by guilt,
the desire for self-improvement, prospective rewards, or cold conscientiousness.

14. Notice that this doesn't entail "the unity of the virtues" in any of the following senses: (1) "no one

virtue can be fully possessed except by a possessor of all of them, that is, a possessor of virtue in
general" (McDowell [1979, p. 333]); (2) two genuine virtues can never demand of an agent incompat?
ible courses of conduct; or even (3) a single act-token cannot be both genuinely virtuous and
genuinely vicious.
15. Note the variation in the second condition for virtuous and vicious actions. To be performing a

kind action, the agent must be justified in believing that the action will further the interests of its
intended beneficiary; unkindness, in contrast, is displayed in the failure to act on such a belief even
if it is unjustified.

16. Compare Aristotle (EN, 1109a26-29).
17. E.g., Maclntyre (1985), esp. Chs. 14 and 15; Wallace (1978).
18. For a "two-level" moral theory according to which a practical morality of the virtues is made
justificationally answerable to an underlying consequentialism, see Hare (1981).

19.Scanlon(1982,p.llO).
20. E.g., Darwall (1983, Chs. 14 & 15), O'Neill (1989).
21. See Williams (1985, esp. Chs. 5 and 6).

22. See Kovesi (1967, Ch. 1); McDowell (1978) and (1979); Williams (1985, Ch. 8; esp. pp. 140-45).
23. This is, I take it, the project of Williams (1985, Ch. 8).
24. The question is definitional in the broad sense that it requests a non-circular explanation of why
items of moral reasoning count as such, but not necessarily in the narrow sense of seeking to resolve
the term "moral" into semantically more primitive terms.

25. Hare (1952) is a well known example of the judgmental strategy, Gibbard (1990, pp. 40-45,
126-50) of the attitudinal.
26. "Table" is the example used in the classic exposition of this argument in Kovesi (1967, Ch. 1).

27.1 am grateful to Berys Gaut, John Haldane, Susan Khin Zaw, a Scots Philosophical Club audience,
and an anonymous reader for the American Philosophical Quarterly for their helpful comments.
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